
                                                     I Want.......

With age comes a certain coolness, even resistance, to the latest technical wizardry. Life 
seems perfectly  acceptable without iPhone, texting, Facebook or Twittering. Admittedly, I 
am a devotee of the blessed Saint Apple of Mac, but view with considerable misgivings its 
plan to launch upon the world soon an iWatch. This will apparently not only tell the time 
(hopefully), but provide information which you didnʼt realise you needed, - the number of 
kangaroos in Australia, say, or the weather today in Ulan Bator. Students at the Uni will be 
going cross-eyed monitoring watch and phone. And how will they then be able to hold their 
Greggʼs pasty?

However, thanks to the recent ITV archaeological series “Secrets from the Sky”, fronted by  
the historian Bettany Hughes, that ten-year-old, buried deep within me, who saved up 
pennies to buy the latest Dinky toy  or extra bits and pieces for the Meccano set, has had 
his gadgetry lust rekindled.The object of this desire is the Octocopter, which soars 
effortlessly into the sky beaming back perfect video images of the ground below.

What a difference it could make to my life! Launched from the garden it could zoom up to 
Totties Bistro and check out the lunch time specials board, or skim down to the new Lidl in 
Holmfirth to view the car parking situation. My neighbourʼs cat, Macky, would no longer be 
able to disappear unobserved on one of his mysterious walkabouts.

There will be problems of course.Everyone will want one.It could become the new iPhone, 
the sky filled with octocopters. Aerial battles will ensue,where guns instead of cameras will 
become essential kit. But for the time being, I canʼt help feeling that the HDAS funds would 
have been better invested in the octocopter rather than the Leica survey machine. The 
latter can indeed measure a blade of grass to the nearest millimeter, but it scarcely sets 
the pulse racing.

Come
Fly
With me!


